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Introduction
The growing trend of variance based structure equation modeling VB-SEM (PLS) and covariance based structure equation modeling CB-SEM (AMOS) in the field of marketing (see Haenlein & Kaplan, 2004; Chin et al., 1996; Statsoft, 2013; Hair et al. 2012; Henseler et al. 2009; Jarvis et al., 2003; Hair et al. 2011; MacKenzie et al., 2005 ) is a focal point of this study. As structure equation models (SEM) is inspected and interpreted in two phases. In the first phase the relationship between observed items and latent variables (factors, components) are assessed to confirmed construct validity and reliability (CFA). Usually, researchers are validating the outer model (see Figure, 2) for the purpose to study that whether the theoretical correlation among variables are effectively measured by the observed variables. While so doing, researchers assessing the validity (measuring what intent to measure) and reliability (internal consistency) of the measurement models, which are done by looking for the individual item reliability, reliability of the scales, convergent validity, and discriminant validity.
To evaluate the validity and reliability of the outer model, researchers need variables which are consistently moving together. Thus, to identify such variables exploratory factor analysis is conducted. In EFA the consistent movements of observed variables are identified, considering cultural differences and research setting. Therefore, the aim of this paper is to allow researchers, instructors and students to comprehend the nature of exploratory factor analysis (EFA) from marketing perspective (missing from previous studies). Also the items and factors identified through EFA are using as an inputs for testing outer model (EFAs outputs CFA inputs). The focus of this study, however, is only on the inputs required for outer model, as the popularity of SEM in the area of marketing is a good rationalization for this study.
Organization of the Paper
As the paper is educational in nature, for that reason this section offers clarification of EFA and suitability of data requires for factor analysis. In section 2, we provide the main points about factor extraction and its different techniques. Section 3 with subsections describes the outcomes of EFAs with factor rotation, its methods and labeling of identified factors. Section 4, provides a comprehensive practical example of EFA from marketing perspective. The conclusion and limitation of study are included in section 5.
Exploratory Factor Analysis (FFA)
Exploratory factor analysis (EFA) is a statistical procedure used to reduce a large number of observed variables to a small number of "factors/components", reflecting that the clusters of variables are in common. In EFA the correlation among a group of observed variables are identified and transforms into a small number of related factors. In brief, EFA captures the groups of observed variables which are consistently moving together. In this process the consistent movements of observed variables are identified through factor extraction and factor rotation. Therefore, EFA is a useful tool for investigating the relations among observed variables and a small number of underlying factors.
Research question
What is the underlining structure of observe variables that create marketing performance scale? How many components or factors are involved?
Suitability of data for factor Analysis
As a first step, there are two main issues to take into consideration to determine whether a particular set of data is appropriate for EFA; number of samples (sample size) and the strength of the relationship between indicators (variables) Pallant (2013) . The adequacy of sampling is tested through KMO (Kaiser 1970 (Kaiser , 1974 , while the strength of the relationship among variables is assessed through Bartlett's test of sphericity (Bartlett, 1954) . It is worth noting that the indicators should be measured at the interval level.
Kaiser Meyer Olkin (KMO)
The adequacy of the sample is measured by KMO in SPSS. The sampling is adequate or sufficient if the value of Kaiser Meyer Olkin (KMO) is larger than 0.5 Field (2000) , according to Pallant (2013) the value of KMO is 0.6 and above. Kaiser (1974) recommends a bare minimum of 0.5 and the value between 0.5 and 0.7 are mediocre, value between 0.7 and 0.8 are good, value between 0.8 and 0.9 are great and value between 0.9 and above are superb (Hutcheson & Sofroniou, 1999) .
Bartlett test of Sphericity
The strength of the relationship in SPSS can be measured by a Bartlett Test of Sphericity. It is actually a measure of a multivariate normality of set of distribution. This test also checks the null hypothesis that the original correlation matrix is an identity matrix. The significant value less than 0.05 indicates that these data do not produce an identity matrix and are thus approximately multivariate normal and acceptable for further analysis (Pallant, 2013; Field, 2000) .
Factor Extraction
Factor rotation is the way of defining a small number of factors that can be used to best signify the whole of the relationship between variables. There are a number of methods that might be used to help in making decision regarding determining the smaller number of factors that should be retained. The following are the well-known techniques for factor extraction.
Kaiser's criterion Scree test (Catell, 1996) Parallel Analysis (Horn, 1965 ) One of the most frequently used methods is known as the Eigen value rules or the Kaiser's criteria. Under this criteria, components with an Eigen value larger than 1 are retained, or factors which explain a total of 70-80% of the variance is retained, or do a screen test (Catell, 1996) , plotting a plot and review the plot based on Catell criteria; as according to him keep all factors above the elbow. Similarly, Horn (1965) Horn's parallel analysis is also the best way to factor extraction. Under this method of factor extraction the Eigen values are compared with the values obtained from another statistical program called Monte Carlo PCA for parallel analysis and those factors are retained whose actual Eigen value from principal component analysis (PCA) more than that of the value are obtained from Monte Carlo PCA. Tabachnick and Fidell (1996) suggested that the outcomes of factor extraction are parallel regardless of which method is used. They later argue that the best way to go for factor rotation is by examining the coefficient of factors in the factor correlation matrix created by the method of oblique rotation. In this matrix, look for correlation around or above 0.32, if no correlation surpasses 0.32 then execute orthogonal rotation method (Tabachnick and Fiddell, 2007) .
There are a number of ways to proceed for factor analysis, and when and where you can use a variety of methods will contingent upon many things. For the purpose of this study, this paper will use the principal component analysis (PCA 1 ). Principal components analysis is an analysis, which is not a factor analysis 2 ; but, both techniques may often give similar outcomes 3 .
Output from EFA (Oblique Technique)

Communalities matrix
The communality is the proportion of common variance within a variable. Therefore, before extraction, all of the variance associated with a variable assumed to be common variance. As the PCA work on the assumption that all the variance associated with a variables supposed to be 1 before factors extraction. Thus, this communality table/matrix gives information about how much of the variance in each item is explained. Low value 0.3 indicates that the item does not fit well with another item in its component. For example 0.462 in the extraction column of the communalities table for item 1 means that 46.2% of the variance related to this item are common. It also means that before extraction there are many factors, therefore all the communalities are 1 and all of the variance is explained by all factors. After factor extraction some of the factors are thrown away as a result some information is lost. Thus, the retained factors after factor rotation cannot explain all of the variance presents in the data, nevertheless they can explain some. Therefore, the communalities represent the degree of variance in each variable that can be explained by the retained factors after extraction.
Component Matrix
Component matrix displays the unrotated loading of each of the items on factors. Before making decision to retain two factors or three factors you have to look for this matrix. This shows the item loading on each factor. For example, item load above 0.4 more on factor 1 and 2, lesser number of items load on factor 3 and 4. This recommends that a two factor solution is probable being more suitable for further investigations. But before making such decision to take two factors you have to look to pattern matrix as well, which shows the loading on each factor. For example, in 20 items, 10 items load on factor 1, five loads on component 2, four loads on component 3, and two loads on component 4. So this support above decision about retaining two factors.
Factor Rotation
It can be hard to name the components after extraction based on their factor loadings because PCA criteria is that the first factor / component account for the maximum part of the variance. This understanding of the factors might be hard. Therefore to interpret them, the rotation of factors assists in this process, for this reason the factors are rotated. Accordingly, factor rotation changes the pattern of the unrotated factors (as shown in component matrix) and increases the understanding of each factor, by presenting the pattern of loadings in a manner that is easier to interpret and understand (Pallant, 2013: 184) .
There are two types of rotation: Orthogonal Rotation (uncorrelated)
Oblique Rotation 4 (correlated) In orthogonal rotation there is no correlation between the extracted factors. Here, the results are rotated component matrix and component transformation matrix. The former matrix represents the pattern of loadings of the original indicators on retained or extracted factors. While, the second matrix provides information regarding the angle of rotation. Rotation matrix comprises similar information as the component matrix with the exception that, it is calculated after factor rotation. The format of the matrix should be considered, the suppression of loadings greater than 0.4 and the ordering variable by loading size.
In oblique rotation method there is a "correlation between the extracted factors". In this matrix the results are pattern matrix (see Table 2 .3), structure matrix and component correlation matrix. The pattern matrix represents the pattern loading (regression coefficient of the items on each of the factors, here convergent validity is assessed by looking for high factor loadings of converge items). The structure matrix represents the structure of loadings (the relationship between each item and each factor, here discriminant validity is assessed by cross loadings). The component correlation matrix represents the strength of the relationship between the extracted factors / components and is thus important for choosing between orthogonal and oblique rotation.
Usually in social sciences, there is a certain amount of correlation between the factors, thus relying only on the outcomes of orthogonal rotation is the loss of valuable information if there is a correlation between factors (Costello and Osborne, 2005) . According to Kim and Mueller (1978) , if factors are correlated or not, it might not create a big difference in the initial phase of exploratory factor analysis. Brown (2009, p. 20) uses three orthogonal and two oblique rotation techniques for factor rotation and got similar results from all rotation techniques. Using Varimax (one of the method of orthogonal rotation) under the supposition of independence will create an idealistic pattern of loadings (Schmitt, 2011) . He also argued that even by overlooking of the correlation between factors, the oblique rotation generally creates a correct and similar pattern of loadings. Finally, he strongly recommended that researchers must use only a method of oblique rotation, because there are usually more realistic results and also has simple statistical structure. In the same way, Costello & Osborne (2005, p. 5) too recommend oblique rotation. Consistent with such studies, we also strongly recommend oblique rotation as in the social sciences there might be a probability of correlation between factors. Furthermore, Fabrigar et al (1999) proposed that there is no extensively ideal technique for oblique rotation, each and every one tend to create comparable results.
Labeling of factors / components
Labeling of each factor is possible after a clear understanding and interpreting of the pattern matrix in oblique rotation method. Hence, to interpret, understand and label the factors, look at the pattern matrix in oblique rotation method and see the pattern of loadings of converge items on each factor and identify their common theme and label the factor based on that common theme (see Table 2 .4). It should be noted that the pattern matrix and structure matrix confirm construct validity (convergent validity is confirmed by pattern matrix while the structure matrix confirm discriminant validity in oblique rotation technique.
Practical example
Exploratory Factor Analysis for Marketing
The ten items of Marketing were subjected to principal component analysis (PCA) using SPSS. Prior to performing PCA, the suitability of data for factor analysis was assessed. The sampling is adequate if the value of KMO test is greater than 0.5 (Field, 2000; Kaiser, 1974) . The Kaiser Meyer-Olkin value is 0.537 (see table, 2), exceeding the recommended minimum value of 0.5 (Kaiser 1970 (Kaiser , 1974 .
In SPSS the strength of correlation can be measured by a Bartlett Test of Sphericity. The Bartlett's Test of Sphericity for marketing is statistical significance (see table 2), supporting the factorability of the correlation matrix. The factor scores are correlated; therefore we reject the null hypothesis that the original correlation matrix is an identity matrix. Principal component analysis publicized the existence of three factors.
The total variance of 62.6% is achieved from these three factors. The first Eigen value is equal to 2.624 and explained 26.2% of the variance in the original data. The second factor Eigen value is equal to 2.049 and explains 20.4% of the variance, the third component Eigen value is equal to 1.589 and explains 16% of the variance. To support in the understanding of these three factors, oblimin rotation method from oblique rotation technique was conducted. The pattern matrix has shown the existence of unpretentious structure with three factors, representing strong item loadings (see Table, 2.3). Source: Own survey result Source: Own survey result
As shown in Table 2 .1 total variance of 62.6% is achieved for three factors. The first Eigen value is equal to 2.624 and explained 26.2% of the variance in the original data. The second factor Eigen value is equal to 2.049 and explains 20.4% of the variance, the third component Eigen value is equal to 1.589 and explains 16% of the variance. Using parallel analysis, it was decided to retain only three factors for further investigation. As anticipated, these three factors emerge when factor analyzed using oblique rotation principal as shown in Table 2 .3 for details see (Kim and Mueller, 1978; Schmitt, 2011) . Oblamin method of rotation has been used from oblique rotation principal. According to (Fabrigar et al., 1999) there's no extensively ideal technique for oblique rotation, each and every one tend to create comparable results. 
Source: Own survey result
Two specific forms of construct validity, convergent validity and discriminant validity were used for marble manufacturing unit marketing, the measures used in this study have been found to have acceptable convergent and discriminant validities. The Table above shows that the pattern of correlation that all three items of customer relation capability, three items of marketing coverage and two items of proactive marketing capability relate to their same constructs. Therefore, this correlation provides evidences that the items all converge on their same constructs.
Table above also shows that discriminant validity was ensured as the relationships between items and the rest of the factors is very low (see Table 2 .3, structure matrix). The correlation confirmed that the measures that should not be related are in reality not related.
Table 2.4: Labeling of Factors
Marketing
Factor loadings Factor one: Customer relation capability We sustain customer loyalty through the unique marketing communication We are doing a lot for customer satisfaction We place great emphasis on building long term relationship with key customers Factor two: Marketing coverage We made extensive used of social media for promoting our products We are selling our products through a sales force We are using wholesalers and retailers to distribute our product Factor three: Proactive marketing capability We always evaluated consequences before doing something important, relevant to marketing We don't prefer to watch and wait Source: Own survey result The dimensions construct of marble manufacturing unit marketing performance labels which are customer relation capability, marketing coverage, and proactive marketing capability as proposed by (Day, 1994; Vorhies et al, 2009; Morgan et al, 2003) .
The items in Table 2 .4 are factored in familiar component as for customer relation capability item 2, item 3, and item 1, are consistently moving together and are in one group. Similarly, marketing coverage, such as item 7, item 8, and item 6 are in second clusters. While, proactive marketing capability group comprises of item 10, and item 9. The item number has given based on their factor loading.
Conclusion
To answer the research question and achieve the research objective, this study conducted a principal component analysis (PCA) with an oblique rotation (direct oblimin). The ten items related to marketing were reduced to three factors using parallel analysis. The total variance of 62.6% is achieved for three factors. The first Eigen value is equal to 2.624 and explained 26.2% of the variance in the original data. The second factor Eigen value is equal to 2.049 and explains 20.4% of the variance, the third component Eigen value is equal to 1.589 and explains 16% of the variance. The pattern matrix has shown the existence of unpretentious structure with three factors, displaying the magnitude of strong factor loadings. The three factors were labeled as; customer relation capability, marketing coverage, and proactive marketing capability. Furthermore, the items are factored in their underlying factor as for the customer relation capability three items, namely, item 2, item 3, and item 1, are consistently moving together and are in one cluster. Similarly, marketing coverage group comprises of three items, such as item 7, item 8, and item 6. Follow by a proactive marketing capability group which on the other hand, consists of two items, namely, item 10, and item 9. The item number has given based on their factor loadings. Two items were dropped because of cross loading and low loading.
limitations and future research opportunities
To answer research question this study considered only EFAs and found the involvement of three factors from 8 items. This result leaves some gaps concerning CFA. It would be perhaps more expressive if the paper confirms the hypothetical model (Figure, 2 ). This study did not confirm that the identified factors confirmed as a dimension of marketing performance in the setting of marble manufacturing sector in KPK Province Pakistan but only propose hypothesize 2 nd order CFA model. We recommend the same nature of research with the consideration of CFA.
Note
There are numerous approaches to perform factor rotations. SPSS offers five, i.e. varimax, quartimax, equanmax, direct oblimin and promax. The first three types of factor rotations comes under orthogonal rotation. While the last two are from oblique rotation technique. Generally, oblimin factor rotation method is used from obique rotation technique and varimax is used from orthogonal rotation. Sources: Develop for this research.
